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ABSTRACT: Epidermal growth factor (EGF) regulates cell proliferation and differentiation by binding to
the EGF receptor (EGFR) extra-cellular domains. Human EGF is a small, single-chain protein comprising
three distinct loops (A, B, and C), which are connected by three disulfide bridges (Cys6-Cys20, Cys14-
Cys31, and Cys33-Cys42). These disulfide bridges are essential for structural stability and biological
activity. EGF was extensively studied by disulfide scrambling, an experimental technique for the
conformational entrapment of intermediate states, which allows us to study the folding pathway of proteins
containing disulfide bonds. The experimental results showed that there is a major 2-disulfide intermediate
(denoted EGF-II) and that the native disulfide bonding pattern is less prevalent in one of the mutants. In
this article, we investigated for the first time the solution conformations of wild-type EGF, EGF-II, and
the mutant S9C through extensive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in water using both the standard
MD technique and a recently developed amplified-collective-motion (ACM) sampling method. Compared
to standard MD simulations, we achieved a much more enhanced sampling by the ACM simulations, and
the structures were sufficiently relaxed to estimate configurational entropies. The simulation results suggest
a predominantly entropic folding pathway governed by the disorder of three functional loop regions.
Although EGF-II exhibits two native disulfide bonds (Cys14-Cys31 and Cys33- Cys42), its large
configurational entropy inhibits a direct transition to the native structure in the folding process. When
Ser9 is mutated into Cys, a non-native disulfide bridge Cys9- Cys20 is slightly more favorable than the
native Cys6-Cys20 because a less constrainedN-terminus affords larger entropy. Isomers that are
functionally less active also exhibit a more localized dynamics of the functional loop regions, which may
suggest a possible mechanism for the modulation of EGF activity.

Human epidermal growth factor (EGF1) is a single-chain
polypeptide with 53 residues, and the corresponding receptor
(EGFR) is a trans-membrane protein (1) comprising 1186
residues. EGF induces dimerization of EGFR by binding to

the extracellular region of the receptor, which leads to a 2:2
EGF-EGFR complex (2, 3) (Figure 1a). A recent experi-
mental structure (4) supports a receptor-mediated mechanism
for the receptor dimerization (3). An EGF molecule binds
to the extracellular domains (L1 and L2) of a receptor
molecule, which induces conformational changes of EGFR
so that its dimerization surface in the S1 domain is exposed.
After dimerization, the cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase domains
in the two EGFR molecules are close enough for autophos-
phorylation, which will activate the intrinsic tyrosine kinase
activity. Then the EGFR tyrosine kinase triggers numerous
downstream signaling pathways to regulate cell proliferation
and differentiation (5, 6).

The presently known experimental structures of human
EGF are very similar (4, 7, 8), also the EGFs from different
species such as murine (9-11) have essentially the same
fold as human EGF. The primary structure of EGF comprises
three distinct loops (A, B, and C loops), which are divided
by three disulfide bridges (Cys6-Cys20, Cys14-Cys31, and
Cys33-Cys42), as shown in Figure 1b. TheN-terminal
A-loop (residues 6-19) is fastened by the disulfide bond
Cys6-Cys20 containing anR-helical fragment. The so-called
B-loop (residues 20-31) comprises a two-stranded antipar-
allel â-sheet, and the C-loop (residues 33-42), constrained
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by the third disulfide bond Cys33-Cys42, forms part of a
second antiparallelâ-sheet. The three loops in EGF interact
extensively with three specific sites in EGFR (Figure 1a).
The A-loop and Arg41 (in the C-loop) interact with site 2
in domain L2 of EGFR. The B-loop binds to site 1 in domain
L1, and theC-terminal region near Arg45 (including some
residues in the C-loop) interacts with site 3 in domain L2.

The three disulfide bonds are very important for the
conformational stability and biological activity of EGF. A
fully reduced and denatured EGF molecule can refold by
disulfide oxidation to spontaneously form the native con-
formation, a folding process that has been investigated by
the technique of disulfide scrambling (12, 13). Disulfide
scrambling induces the conformational entrapment of inter-
mediate states, which reveals information about the folding
pathway and the conformational stability of the native and
scrambled proteins. Along its oxidative folding pathway,
EGF accumulates very fast as a single stable 2-disulfide
kinetic trap EGF-II (13), which contains two native disulfide
bonds (Cys14-Cys31 and Cys33-Cys42) without theN-
terminal one (Cys6-Cys20). However, it is difficult for EGF-
II to connect Cys6 and Cys20 directly to form the A-loop.
In most cases, EGF-II will reach the native structure through
3-disulfide scrambled isomers, such as EGF-IIIA (Cys6-
Cys42, Cys14-Cys33, and Cys20-Cys31) or EGF-IIIB
(Cys6-Cys14, Cys20-Cys31, and Cys33-Cys42), by dis-
ulfide reshuffling. However, the formation of Cys6-Cys20
is essential for the biological activity of EGF. A synthetic
analogue of murine EGF, (Abu6, 20)mEGF (Abu here means
amino-butyric acid), has been investigated by NMR spec-
troscopy (10). The results indicate that the loss of disulfide
bond Cys6-Cys20 does not affect the global fold of mEGF,
but it significantly decreases the binding affinity with EGFR.

To further understand the nature of the kinetic trap of EGF-
II, Chang and co-workers have prepared three EGF mutants,
each with a single Ser/Cys mutation at one Ser residue (Ser2,
Ser4, and Ser9) (14) (Figure 2). These mutated Cys2, Cys4,

and Cys9 are allowed to compete with Cys6 for the
association with Cys20, forming different disulfide bonds
during oxidative folding. In the mutant S2C and S4C, the
native disulfide bond Cys6-Cys20 is still favored over both
Cys2-Cys20 and Cys4-Cys20 (Figure 2a). However, the
case is different for the mutant S9C. With 87% probability,
a non-native disulfide bond Cys9-Cys20 is formed, whereas
the probability to form the native disulfide bond Cys6-
Cys20 is only 13% (Figure 2a), which means a non-native
disulfide bond is thermodynamically more stable than the
native one by a free-energy difference of 1.1 kcal/mol.

In this article, we investigate for the first time the
conformational stability, dynamics, and biological activity
of wild-type (N-WT) EGF (Figure 1b), the folding interme-
diate EGF-II (Figure 1c), and the most interesting mutant
S9C by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. S9C has two
isomers explored in the simulations: n-S9C (with a disulfide
bond Cys6-Cys20, Figure 1d) and N-S9C (with a disulfide
bond Cys9-Cys20, Figure 1e). We are concerned mainly
with two questions: (1) why EGF-II would choose a more
complicated pathway to reach the native structure instead
of a simpler one and (2) why N-S9C is more favorable than
n-S9C.

Following the first MD simulation of a protein 29 years
ago (15) there were many successful applications in the study
of structure and function of biological macromolecules (16,
17). However, the standard MD technique faces a major
limitation because of the so-called sampling problem (18).
On the typical nanosecond to microsecond time scales one
can only sample a limited number of functional states of the
protein, leaving many other states to be poorly sampled. This
limitation, thereby, reduces the predictive power of the
simulations. Here, we used a recently developed amplified-
collective-motion (ACM) method (19) to improve the con-
formational sampling of EGF molecules. ACM utilizes the
low-frequency normal modes obtained with a coarse-grained
model (20) to guide the atomic simulations. Applications to

FIGURE 1: Cartoon renderings of the human EGF-EGFR complex and the four EGF molecules used for the simulation. (a) 2:2 Human
EGF-EGFR complex. The two EGF chains are colored in blue and red. The two corresponding EGFR chains (extra-cellular region) are
colored in orange and green. The L1, S1, L2, and S2 domains in EGFR are indicated. (b) Wild-type EGF (N-WT). The three disulfide
bonds are represented by bonds and colored in orange. The three loops (A, B, and C loops) are indicated. (c) Folding intermediate (EGF-II).
Similar to b, but Cys6 and Cys20, which do not form disulfide bonds, are colored in green. (d) Less favorable S9C isomer (n-S9C). Similar
to b, but Cys9, which does not form a disulfide bond, is colored in green. (e) Favorable S9C isomer (N-S9C). Similar to b, but Cys6, which
does not form a disulfide bond, is colored in green. Figures 1, 4, and 6-8 were created with VMD (35).
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various biological systems indicate that the ACM technique
allows for much more extensive sampling in conformational
space than the standard simulations to provide functional
insights into allosteric mechanisms and the conformational
variability of macromolecules (19, 21, 22).

A brief outline of this article is as follows. In Materials
and Methods, details of the standard MD and ACM simula-
tions of the EGF molecules as well as other computational
details are described. In Results and Discussion, we give the
simulation results of both standard and ACM simulations,
and a comparison with the experimental data are also given.
Also, the relationships between conformational stability,
dynamics, and functional activity are discussed. Finally, we
provide concluding remarks on the performance of the
advanced ACM sampling technique to reveal large-scale
protein dynamics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Standard MD and ACM Simulations.All of the standard
MD simulations were performed with a parallel implementa-
tion of the GROMACS package (version 3.1.4) (23, 24),
using a GROMOS-87 (25) based force field with a united-
atom model (26). Because no structure of the free human
EGF was available, chain C (one of the two EGF molecules)
of the crystal structure of the EGF-EGFR complex (pdb
entry 1IVO) was used for the starting structure (Figure 1a),
which contains only the coordinates of residues 5-51 (4).
The protein was placed in a rectangular box such that the
minimal distance between the solute and the box boundary
was 1.2 nm. The box was then filled with SPC water
molecules from an equilibrated cubic box containing 216
water molecules (27). The system, protein and water, was
initially energy-minimized using the steepest descent method,
until the maximum force on the atoms was less than 1000
kJ mol-1nm-1. Four Na+ ions were added to compensate

the net negative charges on the protein by replacing water
molecules with the most favorable electrostatic potential. The
system (protein, ions, and water molecules) was energy
minimized again using the conjugate gradient algorithm with
a force tolerance of 300 kJ mol-1nm-1, and a steepest descent
step was done every 100 steps to make the minimization
more efficient (26). A 100 ps simulation with position
restraints was performed at 298 K. The system was simulated
further for 8 ns to relax the structure because the initial EGF
structure was taken from the EGF-EGFR complex, but we
only simulated EGF itself here. Starting with the final
structure of the preliminary simulation, we set up four
systems: (1) wild-type EGF (N-WT) (Figure 1b); (2) the
2-disulfide intermediate EGF-II (Figure 1c); (3) we forced
Cys6 and Cys20 to form a disulfide bond (n-S9C) after
mutating Ser9 into Cys9 using the PROSSC procedure in
GROMOS96 (28) (Figure 1d); and (4) we enforced a
disulfide bond between Cys9 and Cys20 (N-S9C) using
PSFGEN in the NAMD package, then minimized it by the
NAMD2 program (29) with the CHARMM22 force field
(30). This minimized structure was relaxed by a 6 ns MD
simulation using GROMACS (23, 24) with the united-atom
force field (25, 26) (Figure 1e). For these four EGF systems,
we performed both standard MD and ACM simulations.

The Verlet integration scheme (leapfrog) (31) with an
isothermal-isobaric simulation algorithm (32), and a 2 fs
time step was used. The three groups (protein, ions, and the
solvent) were coupled separately to a temperature bath of
298 K, with a relaxation time of 0.1 ps. The pressure was
adjusted to 1 bar with a relaxation time of 1.0 ps, and the
compressibility was 4.5× 10-5 bar-1. Covalent bonds in
the protein were constrained using the LINCS algorithm (33).
A twin-range cutoff was used for the van der Waals
interactions: interactions within 0.9 nm were updated every
step, whereas those within 1.4 nm were updated every 5
steps, together with the pair list. The long-range electrostatic

FIGURE 2: Disulfide scrambling of EGF molecules. (a) Probability analysis of purified EGF (mutants) by RP-HPLC; experimental details
are in ref 14. N stands for the thermodynamically favorable isomer, and n stands for the less favorable isomer. (b) One-dimensional disulfide
structures of the wild-type EGF and its mutants, which were derived from the LC-MS analysis of thermolysin-digested peptides. N and n
have the same meanings as those in a.
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interactions were treated by the PME algorithm (34), with a
tolerance of 10-5 and an interpolation order of 4.

The ACM sampling technique was implemented in the
GROMACS package (23, 24). The ACM simulation param-
eters were the same as those in the standard MD simulations,
except for the temperature coupling of the protein (19). The
short- and long-range cutoff distances in ANM are 0.7 and
1.4 nm, respectively. The first three slowest collective modes
were coupled to a higher temperature of 900 K, with a
relaxation time of 0.006 ps. The other degrees of freedom
in the protein were coupled to room temperature (298 K),
with a relaxation time of 0.1 ps. The collective modes were
recalculated every 50 time steps according to the current
configuration of the protein.

Structural, Graphical, and Thermodynamic Properties.
The subsequent trajectory analysis was performed using the
tools in the GROMACS package (23, 24). VMD (35) was
used for trajectory visualization and graphical structure
analysis. The calculation of free energy and entropy is
challenging because they depend on the whole phase space
of the system of interest (36). In this article, a semiempirical
method called MM-GBSA (molecular mechanics generalized

Born surface area) (37, 38) was used to approximately
estimate free energy values. An upper limit of the configu-
rational entropy of each system was estimated by quasi-
harmonic analysis of the trajectory introduced by Schlitter
(39). Schäfer et al. recently re-examined this method and
provided both analytical and numerical tests, which indicated
that the method could give results with errors around 5%
for condensed phase systems (40, 41).

Essential Dynamics Analysis.Essential dynamics analysis
can distinguish large-scale, global motions from small,
localized ones (42). After eliminating the overall translational
and rotational motions from a MD trajectory, we constructed
a covariance matrix of atomic positional fluctuationsCij )
〈(xi - 〈xi〉)(xj - 〈xj〉)〉, wherexi and xj represent all of the
Cartesian coordinates of the atoms we selected. The cova-
riance matrix is diagonalized to produce eigenvalues, in the
order of decreasing value, and corresponding eigenvectors.
Only the motions along the first few eigenvectors (essential
modes) describe significant motions in the protein that may
be functionally related, and the motions along the other
modes often correspond to small Gaussian-distributed ran-
dom fluctuations (43, 44).

FIGURE 3: Root-mean-square deviations (rmsd’s) of all of the simulations. Backbone atoms between residues 9-42 were used for calculations.
(a) The rmsd with respect to the initial structure (Figure 1, b-e) in the 30 ns standard MD simulation of the four EGF molecules (SX

MD).
(b) The rmsd with respect to the initial structure in the 30 ns ACM simulation of the four EGF molecules (SX

ACM). (c) The rmsd with respect
to the initial structure in the 30 ns standard MD simulation following the ACM simulation of the four EGF molecules (SX

ACM2MD). The
starting structure of each ACM2MD simulation is the final structure of the corresponding ACM simulation.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Conformational Stability of Wild-Type EGF.We per-
formed a 30 ns standard MD simulation of the wild-type
EGF (SN-WT

MD ) and calculated the root-mean-square devia-
tions (rmsd’s) from the initial structure (Figure 3a, black) to
investigate the conformational stability. The structure of
N-WT was fairly stable during the simulation, and the
average rmsd of the last 10 ns was 0.14 nm (Table 1).
However, the low rmsd of N-WT in the standard simulation
suggests that the structure was trapped in a local minimum
and was unable to explore other thermally accessible
conformational states within the limited simulation time. To
alleviate this problem, we carried out a 30 ns ACM
simulation of N-WT (SN-WT

ACM ), starting with the same initial
structure ofSN-WT

MD . In contrast to the standard MD, N-WT
moved very fast (after 4 ns) to a new state in the ACM
simulation (Figure 3b, black), and the system maintained the
new conformation in the remaining simulation time with an
average rmsd of 0.26 nm (Table 1). Considering that a
number of collective modes were coupled to a high temper-
ature at all times inSN-WT

ACM , we cooled the system by
another 30 ns standard MD simulation (SN-WT

ACM2MD), continu-
ing with the final structure of the ACM simulation. The
protein continued to maintain the new conformation as
indicated by the low fluctuation of rmsd values (0.25( 0.01
nm, Table 1). This stability suggests that the new state of
N-WT, obtained after the ACM simulation, is energetically
more favorable than the initial one.

We calculated the average free energy from the final 10
ns time series ofSN-WT

MD and SN-WT
ACM2MD. The free energy of

the new state of N-WT is lower than that of the initial state
(Table 2), which supports that the new state is more
favorable. The major structural differences between the two
states can be attributed to the three loops, especially the
B-loop andC-terminal region (Figure 4). The initial structure
of N-WT (Figure 1b) was taken from the EGF-EGFR
complex (Figure 1a), where the major contacts are due to
hydrophobic and hydrogen-bonding interactions (4). In this
article, we only performed simulations of free EGF itself;
therefore, it is not surprising that the EGF structure adjusts

to the loss of its contacts with EGFR. For example, the
distance between Ile23 in the B-loop and Leu47 in the
C-terminal region, which are crucial for binding to EGFR
(4), is 2.45 nm in the final structure ofSN-WT

MD (Figure 4a,
red) but only 1.68 nm in the final structure ofSN-WT

ACM2MD

(Figure 4b, red). In the complex, the B-loop andC-terminal
region bind to different sites in EGFR (Figure 1a). When
EGF is free, they close as indicated by the distance between
Ile23 and Leu47, which buries a part of the structure. The
average solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) of the last
10 ns simulation ofSN-WT

MD is 37.74( 0.67 nm2, and the
corresponding value of the new state is 36.34( 0.62 nm2.
Also, the closed new state exhibits more intramolecular
hydrogen bonds (Figure 5b) than the initial state (Figure 5a).
Therefore, the simulation results of wild-type EGF indicate
that a new state of free EGF with lower free energy can be
reached by the enhanced ACM sampling in 30 ns. However,
this state cannot be reached by the standard MD simulation
in the same time scale, which remains close to the initial
structure because of its limited sampling efficiency.

Structural Dynamics of EGF-II Suggests an Entropy
Barrier in the Folding Pathway.As mentioned in the
Introduction, the disulfide scrambling experiments indicate
that there is only a single stable 2-disulfide intermediate,
EGF-II, along the folding pathway. The formation of the third
native disulfide bond Cys6-Cys20 for EGF-II is very slow
and does not occur directly in most conditions. The major
pathway from EGF-II to the native structure leads through
3-disulfide scrambled EGF isomers, such as EGF-IIIA
(Cys6-Cys42, Cys14-Cys33, and Cys20-Cys31) or EGF-
IIIB (Cys6-Cys14, Cys20-Cys31, and Cys33-Cys42),
which means the two native disulfide bonds of EGF-II will
break and form again by disulfide reshuffling. These
experimental results came as a surprise. One wonders why
EGF would choose a more complicated pathway instead of
a simpler one in its oxidative folding. We, therefore, planned
to elucidate this paradox based on the conformational
dynamics of EGF-II.

We carried out a 30 ns standard MD simulation of EGF-
II (SEGF-II

MD ). Compared withSN-WT
MD , the rmsd values in

SEGF-II
MD are larger (Figure 3a, red) with an average of 0.22

nm (Table 1), especially for the residues near theN-terminus
(Figure 6a). Because there is no disulfide bond between Cys6
and Cys20 in EGF-II, theN-terminal A-loop is more
disordered compared to that in N-WT (Figure 4a). However,
we noticed that the global fold of EGF-II (Figure 6a)
remained similar to that of N-WT (Figure 4a) with a rmsd
of 0.20 nm. A solution structure of (Abu6, 20)mEGF, which
lacks the Cys6-Cys20 disulfide bond, has been determined
at 300 K and pH 2.8 by NMR spectroscopy (10). The loss
of this disulfide bond did cause significant local structural

Table 1: The rmsd Values of Various Simulations

N-WT EGF-II n-S9C N-S9C

MDa 0.14b (0.03c) 0.22 (0.03) 0.24 (0.06) 0.27 (0.02)
ACMd 0.26 (0.01) 0.32 (0.02) 0.20 (0.03) 0.40 (0.04)
ACM2MDe 0.25 (0.01) 0.33 (0.01) 0.22 (0.01) 0.30 (0.02)

a Standard MD simulations.b Average values estimated from the last
10 ns in each simulation, in nm.c Standard deviations of the average.
d ACM simulations.e Standard MD simulations after ACM sampling.
The backbone atoms from residues 9-42 were used to calculate rmsd’s.

Table 2: Free Energies of EGF Molecules from Various Simulations

N-WT EGF-II n-S9C N-S9C

MDa 〈G〉b -1434.9c (12.0d) -1442.1 (13.0) -1432.8 (13.3) -1438.6 (12.3)
TSe <174.2f <198.2 <197.3 <190.6

ACM2MDg 〈G〉 -1451.8 (12.4) -1455.4 (12.6) -1437.7 (12.2) -1438.2 (13.3)
TS <182.9 <192.2 <188.5 <203.0

a Standard MD simulations.b Free energy calculated by MM-GBSA (37, 38). c Average values estimated from the last 10 ns in each simulation,
in kcal/mol. d Standard deviations of the average.e Contribution from configurational entropy in kcal/mol.fUpper limit estimated by quasi-harmonic
analysis (39) (backbone atoms were used to construct the covariance matrix).g Standard MD simulations after ACM sampling.
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changes near theN-terminus but likewise did not affect the
global fold of mEGF. Our standard MD simulation results
of EGF-II show agreement with this experimental phenom-
enon.

Because ACM offered us better sampling for the wild-
type EGF, we also performed the same protocol on EGF-II.
The final average rmsd in the 30 ns standard MD simulation
(SEGF-II

ACM2MD) following the ACM sampling (SEGF-II
ACM ) is 0.33

nm (Table 1), which indicates that the global fold of EGF-

II is distorted but still basically remains a native fold. The
number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds in EGF-II is
comparable with that in N-WT (Figure 5b), which supports
the experimental data that EGF-II is a quite stable 2-disulfide
intermediate (13). However, the local structure of terminal
residues (bothN- and C-termini) changes much more
significantly by enhanced sampling (Figure 6b) than by the
standard MD (Figure 6a). According to the MM-GBSA
calculations based on the standard MD simulations after
ACM sampling, there is only a marginal free energy
difference between N-WT and EGF-II except that EGF-II
has a greater configurational entropy than N-WT (Table 2,
results of ACM2MD). Our results suggest that there is an
entropy barrier between EGF-II and N-WT, which may
explain why EGF-II usually converts to the native structure
slowly. The formation of the two native disulfide bonds,
Cys14-Cys31 and Cys33-Cys42, can be easily accom-
plished because there is no significant entropy loss. There
is an antiparallelâ-sheet in both the B-loop and the C-loop
providing rigidity and thereby maintaining low entropy.
However, theN-terminal A-loop is largely devoid of second-
ary structure and highly flexible (Figure 6). Forming the third
disulfide bond Cys6-Cys20 in one step would rigidify the
flexible loop and significantly decrease the configurational
entropy. How can EGF-II cross the entropy barrier and
convert to N-WT? In general, the free energy of protein
folding involves a cancellation between a decrease in
enthalpy and a decrease in entropy (45). Our interpretation
is that the 3-disulfide scrambled isomers, EGF-IIIA or EGF-
IIIB, are more suitable intermediates because they can
capture the unstructuredN-terminal loop as it explores non-
native conformations, which would decrease the enthalpy
and lower the entropy only partially relative to those of EGF-
II. In this hypothetical scenario, the EGF-III intermediates
can then better reach the native EGF by disulfide reshuffling,
which is highly supported by the fact that conversion of EGF-
II to N-WT could be greatly accelerated in the presence of
thiol catalysts that catalyze disulfide reshuffling (13).

Configurational Entropy of the Two EGF(S9C) Isomers.
To investigate the stability of the one mutant that experi-
mentally favors a non-native disulfide bridge, we performed
30 ns standard MD simulations for the two EGF(S9C)
isomers, n-S9C and N-S9C (Sn-S9C

MD and SN-S9C
MD , respec-

FIGURE 4: Comparison of the structures in the simulations of N-WT. (a) Superimposed structures between the initial structure of N-WT
(Figure 1b) and the final one inSN-WT

MD . (b) Initial structure of N-WT and the final one inSN-WT
ACM2MD. Backbone atoms between residues 9-42

were used for the least-squares fit. The initial structure is colored light blue and the final structure solid red. The two residues, Ile23 and
Leu47, are indicated by spheres.

FIGURE 5: Distributions of the number of hydrogen bonds in the
simulations of N-WT, EGF-II, and the two S9C isomers. (a) The
last 10 ns (10,000 configurations) in each simulation ofSX

MD were
used. (b) The last 10 ns (10,000 configurations) in each simulation
of SX

ACM2MD were used. Only the hydrogen bonds within the loops
and between them were counted. The criteria for a hydrogen bond
are a maximal distance of 0.25 nm between hydrogen-acceptor
and a maximal 60° for the angle donor-hydrogen-acceptor.
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tively). This was followed again in each case by a 30 ns
ACM simulation (SCn-9

ACM andSN-S9C
ACM ) and finally by 30 ns

standard MD simulation (Sn-S9C
ACM2MD andSN-S9C

ACM2MD).
The n-S9C system shows a drastic instability after 20 ns

standard MD (Figure 3a, green). The average rmsd in the
last 10 ns ofSn-S9C

MD is 0.24 nm with a large variability of
0.06 nm (Table 1), which is caused by the single-site
mutation. Obviously, n-S9C has not yet stabilized. In
Sn-S9C

ACM , the structure also exhibits a large conformational
change after 5 ns, and the rmsd is over 0.40 nm (Figure 3b,
green). However, after only 5 more nano seconds the rmsd
settles at a relatively low 0.20 nm (Table 1). In the standard
MD simulation following ACM (Sn-S9C

ACM2MD), the rmsd of
n-S9C remains near 0.22 nm with little variability of 0.01
nm (Table 1). This result indicates that the conformational
space of n-S9C is sampled more extensively by the ACM
simulation compared to the standard MD simulation. The
structure is sufficiently relaxed by ACM and then reaches
its equilibrium state in the second standard MD simulation
(Figure 7b).

The rmsd ofSN-S9C
MD reaches a high plateau of 0.27 nm in

the last 10 ns (Table 1). The initial model of N-S9C, based
on the wild-type structure, is not stable and, therefore, quickly
moves to another state (Figure 3a, blue). In the ACM
simulation of N-S9C (SN-S9C

MD ), the structure escapes further
from the initial model, with an average rmsd of 0.40 nm
(Table 1) because of enhanced sampling. However, the rmsd
decreases again to 0.30 nm (Table 1) in the standard MD
simulation following ACM (Figure 3c, blue), which indicates
that the ACM sampling helped the system cross energy
barriers to reach a new stable state (Figure 7d).

Again, the simulation results after ACM sampling provide
a good explanation of the known experimental data. Because
of the strain of entrapment, we observed fewer intramolecular
hydrogen bonds in n-S9C and N-S9C compared to those in
N-WT (Figure 5b). The hydrogen bonds are less distinguish-
able in the standard MD simulations (Figure 5a). Also, the
MM-GBSA free energies of both trapped states n-S9C and
N-S9C are significantly higher than that of the unscrambled
N-WT (Table 2, results of ACM2MD), but there is no such
difference from the calculations of the standard MD simula-
tions (Table 2, results of MD). The free energies of n-S9C
and N-S9C are approximately at the same level except that
N-S9C allows a greater configurational entropy than n-S9C

(Table 2, results of ACM2MD) because of the reduced steric
constraints on theN-terminus in the case of the Cys9-Cys20
bond (Figure 7d). According to experimental disulfide
scrambling, N-S9C is slightly more stable than n-S9C by a
small free energy difference of 1.1 kcal/mol (14). Our
simulations with enhanced sampling agree with the experi-
ments in that N-S9C is slightly more favorable than n-S9C
mainly because of the larger configurational entropy of
N-S9C. This also explains why in the mutant S2C the native
disulfide bond Cys6-Cys20 is encountered more often than
Cys2-Cys20 (and likewise in S4C when compared to Cys4-
Cys20) (14). In all cysteine mutations including the S9C case
studied here, structures with the least restrainedN-terminus
(i.e., highest numbered binding partner for Cys20) are
favored by entropy.

CollectiVe Motions.From the simulation results in Figure
6, we see that EGF-II basically retains the global fold of the
native EGF (rmsd from N-WT (Figure 4b): 0.27 nm),
whereas N-S9C is distorted because of the non-native
disulfide bond (rmsd from N-WT: 0.39 nm). We investigated
whether these two molecules exhibit comparable functional
activity to the wild-type system. A reduced binding affinity
with EGFR was observed for the synthetic analogue (Abu6,
20)mEGF due to the absence of the native Cys6-Cys20 bond
(10). The authors ascribed the activity loss to greater
configurational entropy in the unbound structure, reducing
the free energy of binding to the receptor. Also, structural
changes in theN-terminus of (Abu6, 20)mEGF were
expected to affect functionally important residues in the
A-loop, further interfering with receptor binding.

The proposed greater entropy of (Abu6, 20)mEGF is
consistent with our simulations of human EGF-II and N-S9C,
which exhibit greater configurational entropies than N-WT
because both lack the native Cys6-Cys20 bond. TheN-
terminal A-loop fluctuates dramatically in EGF-II because
of the lack of the Cys6-Cys20 bond (Figure 6b), and the
N-terminal region in N-S9C changes significantly because
of the non-native disulfide bond Cys9-Cys20 (Figure 7d).
The analogy with (Abu6, 20)mEGF suggests EGF-II and
N-S9C may lose at lease part of their biological activities.

It has been widely accepted that protein dynamics is critical
to function. We have investigated the collective motions in
the different EGF molecules (N-WT, EGF-II, n-S9C, and
N-S9C) from their MD trajectories by essential dynamics

FIGURE 6: Comparison of the structures in the simulations of folding intermediate EGF-II. (a) Initial structure of EGF-II (Figure 1c) and
the final one inSEGF-II

MD . (b) Initial structure of EGF-II and the final one inSEGF-II
ACM2MD. Backbone atoms between residues 9-42 were used for

the least-squares fit. The initial structure is colored light blue and the final structure solid red.
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analysis (EDA). Because the standard MD simulations after
ACM (SX

ACM2MD) show better agreement with the experi-
mental data than standard MD without ACM (SX

MD), we
used the trajectories after ACM to perform EDA. Configura-
tions in the last 10 ns of each trajectory were considered,
and only CR atoms were used to construct the covariance
matrix. In Figure 8, we show the first essential mode of each
simulation. In the case of N-WT, we can see clearly that the
collective motions of the three loops are well correlated
across the entire structure (Figure 8a). The three prominent
loops of the native EGF structure are globally coupled
because of the three disulfide bonds and other native
interactions. This global consistency of the protein dynamics
may be very important to its function because each loop binds
to one site in EGFR (Figure 1a), which would enable EGF
to provide an allosteric coupling between the binding sites
in the receptor.

The long-range consistency of motion is reduced in two
simulated cases (EGF-II and n-S9C). Here, the motion among
the loops is more localized and not globally correlated
(Figure 8b and c) even in the first (most global) essential
mode. The absence of the disulfide bond Cys6-Cys20 in
EGF-II, although not affecting the overall fold, limits the
allosteric coupling between the nearby A loop with the more
distant B- and C-loops. In n-S9C, the mutation (S9C) also
perturbs the coupling among the three loops, although the

three native disulfide bonds are still there. There are
considerable perturbations in theN-terminus of n-S9C
because of the mutation (Figure 7b). In the case of N-S9C,
we can still see the global coupling between the loops, except
within the C-loop (Figure 8d). However, the essential
dynamics in N-S9C looks quite different from that in N-WT
(Figure 8a) because of the differences in overall fold, which
may also affect the binding affinity. Although we were
mainly interested here in the presence or absence of
correlated motion, the details of the modes are also of interest
and could be investigated in future work.

CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have presented a systematic study of
the wild-type human EGF (N-WT), its 2-disulfide intermedi-
ate EGF-II, and one of its mutants S9C, which includes two
isomers (n-S9C and N-S9C), in order to explain the
experimental data of disulfide scrambling (13, 14). Besides
the standard MD simulations, we also carried out an ACM
simulation for each system. In all cases, the results from the
ACM simulations show better agreement with the experi-
ments. The initial open structure of N-WT is from the bound
state of EGF with EGFR. A more closed structure was
obtained by the ACM simulation (Figure 4b) with lower free
energy, whereas with 30 ns standard MD, the EGF structure

FIGURE 7: Comparison of the structures in the simulations of S9C isomers. (a) Initial structure of n-S9C (Figure 1d) and the final one in
Sn-S9C

MD . (b) Initial structure of n-S9C and the final one inSn-S9C
ACM2MD. (c) Initial structure of N-S9C (Figure 1e) and the final one inSN-S9C

MD .
(d) Initial structure of N-S9C and the final one inSN-S9C

ACM2MD. In all cases, the backbone atoms between residues 9-42 were used for the
least-squares fit. The initial structure is colored light blue and the final structure solid red.
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was trapped in the initial state (Figure 4a) because of limited
sampling.

EGF-II is the predominant 2-disulfide intermediate during
oxidative folding of EGF, but according to the ACM
simulation results, it would have to overcome too large of a
configurational entropy loss to directly convert to the native
structure.

The simulation data of the two EGF(S9C) isomers support
the experimental results that a non-native disulfide bond
Cys9-Cys20 in N-S9C is slightly more favorable than the
native Cys6-Cys20 in n-S9C because N-S9C affords a
greater configurational entropy than n-S9C.

The results from EDA may suggest an activity loss in
EGF-II isomers because of the reduced correlation among
the three receptor binding loops. The loss of coupling was
also observed in the mutant n-S9C. Interestingly, the folds
of n-S9C and EGF-II remained very close to that of N-WT,
similar to what was experimentally observed for (Abu6, 20)-
mEGF, which exhibited loss of activity. This suggests a
possible mechanism of functional control through the
modulation of coupling strength among the receptor binding
sites. In the N-S9C case, a more conventional allosteric
model emerged in which the non-native disulfide bond
deformed the fold and generally increased disorder in the
structure, while still retaining strong coupling among two
loop regions A and B.

These results are quite promising and suggest potential
applications of the ACM sampling method in simulated

mutagenesis and simulated disulfide scrambling. Mutagenesis
is widely used in the study of protein function. In the
experiments of disulfide scrambling, the single site mutation
S9C changes the pattern of disulfide bonds, misfolds the
N-terminus, and eventually affects the conformational stabil-
ity and biological activity of EGF. Using the enhanced
sampling technique, we were able to study the conformational
and dynamical differences between the wild-type EGF and
its mutants much better than that by standard MD.

There are still improvements possible with respect to the
efficiency and thermodynamic accuracy of the sampling.
ACM is a nonequilibrium simulation technique, which raises
questions on how to recover the Boltzmann distribution and
how to calculate thermodynamics properties of the system.
In the present study, we have combined ACM with subse-
quent (equilibrium) MD calculations to overcome this
limitation and to compute free energies.
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